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ABSTRACT
Underwater sensor networks will find applications in oceanographic
data collection, pollution monitoring, offshore exploration, disaster
prevention, assisted navigation, and tactical surveillance applica-
tions. In this paper, the problem of data gathering in a 3D underwa-
ter acoustic sensor network is investigated at the network layer, by
considering the interactions between the routing functions and the
characteristics of the underwater channel. Two routing algorithms
are proposed for delay-insensitive and delay-sensitive sensor net-
work applications, respectively.

The proposed distributed algorithm for delay-insensitive applica-
tions allows each node to select its next hop, with the objective of
minimizing the energy consumption taking into account the vary-
ing condition of the underwater channel. A centralized algorithm
for delay-sensitive routing in an underwater environment is pro-
posed. The solution relies on topology information gathered by a
surface station, which optimally configures the network paths. The
proposed algorithms are shown to achieve the performance targets
of the underwater environment by means of simulation.
Categories and Subject Descriptors:
C.2.2 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Network Protocols-
routing protocols
General Terms: Algorithms, Design, Reliability, Performance.
Keywords: Underwater Acoustic Sensor Networks, Routing Algo-
rithms, Mathematical programming/Optimization.

1. INTRODUCTION
Underwater sensor networks [6] are envisioned to enable ap-

plications for oceanographic data collection, pollution monitoring,
offshore exploration, disaster prevention, assisted navigation, and
tactical surveillance applications. Wireless underwater acoustic net-
working is the enabling technology for these applications. Un-
derWater Acoustic Sensor Networks (UW-ASN) consist of sensors
that are deployed to perform collaborative monitoring tasks over
a given volume. To achieve this objective, sensors must be orga-
nized in an autonomous network that self-configures according to
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the varying characteristics of the ocean environment. The above
described features enable a broad range of applications:� Ocean Sampling. Networks of sensors and AUVs (Autonomous

Underwater Vehicles) can perform synoptic sampling.� Environmental Monitoring. UW-ASN can perform pollu-
tion monitoring (chemical, biological, and nuclear).� Disaster Prevention. Sensor networks that measure seismic
activity from remote locations can provide tsunami warnings
to coastal areas, or study the effects of seaquakes.� Assisted Navigation. Sensors can be used to identify haz-
ards on the seabed, and to locate dangerous rocks or shoals.� Distributed Tactical Surveillance. AUVs and sensors can
monitor areas for surveillance, reconnaissance, targeting, and
intrusion detection.� Mine Reconnaissance. AUVs can be used to perform rapid
environmental assessment and detect mine-like objects.

Acoustic communications are the typical physical layer technol-
ogy in underwater networks. In fact, radio waves propagate through
conductive sea water only at extra low frequencies �����	�
���������� ,
which require large antennae and high transmission power. Optical
waves do not suffer from such high attenuation but are affected by
scattering. Thus, links in underwater networks are usually based on
acoustic wireless communications [16].

Although there exist many recently developed network protocols
for wireless sensor networks, the unique characteristics of the un-
derwater acoustic communication channel [14] require very effi-
cient and reliable new data communication protocols.

Major challenges in underwater acoustic networks are:

1. Propagation delay is five orders of magnitude higher than in
radio frequency terrestrial channels and variable;

2. The underwater channel is severely impaired, especially due
to multipath and fading problems;

3. The available bandwidth is severely limited;

4. High bit error rates and temporary losses of connectivity (shadow
zones) can be experienced;

5. Sensors may fail because of fouling and corrosion;

6. Battery power is limited and usually batteries cannot be eas-
ily recharged, also because solar energy cannot be exploited.
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Most impairments of the underwater acoustic channel are ade-
quately addressed at the physical layer, by designing receivers able
to deal with high bit error rates, fading, and the inter-symbol inter-
ference (ISI) caused by multipath. Conversely, characteristics such
as the extremely long and variable propagation delays are better ad-
dressed at higher layers. Finally, as in terrestrial sensor networks,
energy conservation is one of the major concerns, since batteries
cannot be easily recharged or replaced. Moreover, the bandwidth
of the underwater links is severely limited. Hence, routing proto-
cols for underwater networks must be extremely energy efficient.

For these reasons, we introduce a model that allows investigat-
ing some fundamental characteristics of the underwater environ-
ment. In particular, the model highlights the underwater channel
utilization efficiency as a function of the distance between the cor-
responding nodes and of the packet size. Based on the insights pro-
vided by the model, we propose two new routing algorithms for the
3D underwater environment, designed to meet the requirements of
delay-insensitive and delay-sensitive sensor network applications,
respectively.

The first routing algorithm deals with delay-insensitive applica-
tions. The proposed algorithm allows achieving two apparently
conflicting objectives, i.e., increasing the channel utilization effi-
ciency without increasing the packet error rate. In a distributed
fashion, the algorithm allows each node to select its best next hop
with the objective of minimizing the energy consumption, taking
into account the varying condition of the channel. The second al-
gorithm is designed for delay-sensitive applications. It consists of
a centralized solution, based on a network manager that resides on
a surface station.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
2, we discuss the suitability of the existing ad hoc and sensor rout-
ing solutions for the underwater environment. In Section 3, we
discuss the underwater channel utilization, and compare it with the
terrestrial radio channel. In Section 4, we introduce the network,
propagation, and delay models that are used in the routing problem
formulations. In Section 5, we introduce a distributed routing algo-
rithm for delay-insensitive applications, while in Section 6, we pro-
pose a surface-assisted routing algorithm for delay-sensitive under-
water applications. Finally, in Section 7 we show the performance
results, and in Section 8 we draw the main conclusions.

2. RELATED WORK
In the last few years there has been an intensive study in rout-

ing protocols for ad hoc wireless networks [3] and sensor networks
[5]. However, due to the different nature of the underwater environ-
ment and applications, there are several drawbacks with respect to
the suitability of the existing solutions for underwater acoustic net-
works. The existing routing protocols are usually divided into three
categories, namely proactive, reactive, and geographical routing
protocols. Proactive protocols provoke a large signaling overhead
to establish routes, since updated topology information has to be
propagated to all the nodes in the network. This way, each node is
able to establish a path to any other node in the network, which may
not be needed in UW-ASNs. Reactive protocols are more suitable
for dynamic environments but incur a higher latency and still re-
quire source-initiated flooding of control packets to establish paths.
Reactive protocols are deemed to be unsuitable for UW-ASNs as
they also cause a high latency in the establishment of paths, which
may be amplified underwater by the slow propagation of acoustic
signals. Geographical routing protocols are very promising for un-
derwater communications because of their scalability feature and
their limited required signaling. However, Global Positioning Sys-
tem (GPS) receivers do not work in underwater properly. For these

Figure 1: Underwater channel utilization efficiency

reasons, acoustic techniques to solve the localization problem with
limited energy expenditure in the presence of measurement errors
need to be further investigated.

Some recent papers propose network layer protocols specifically
tailored to underwater acoustic networks. In [18], a routing proto-
col is proposed that autonomously establishes the underwater net-
work topology, controls network resources, and establishes net-
work flows, which relies on a centralized network manager run-
ning on a surface station. The manager establishes efficient data
delivery paths in a centralized fashion, which allows avoiding con-
gestion and providing some form of quality of service guarantee.
Although the idea is promising, the performance evaluation of the
proposed mechanisms has not been thoroughly studied yet. In [15]
the authors provide a simple design example of a shallow water
network, where routes are established by a central manager based
on neighborhood information gathered from all nodes by means of
poll packets. However, the paper does not describe routing issues in
detail, i.e., it does not discuss the criteria used to select data paths.
Moreover, sensors are only deployed linearly along a stretch, while
the characteristics of the 3D underwater environment are not inves-
tigated.

3. UNDERWATER CHANNEL EFFICIENCY
In this section, we introduce an analytical model to study the

effect of the characteristics of the underwater environment on the
channel utilization efficiency when the medium is shared by several
devices. The objective is to outline fundamental characteristics of
the underwater environment, so as to provide guidelines for the de-
sign of routing solutions.

We consider a shared channel where a device transmits a data
packet when it senses the channel idle, and the corresponding de-
vice advertises a correct reception with a short ACK packet. By
referring to Fig. 1, we assume that the payload of the data packet
to be transmitted has length ��� bits, while the header has length�� bits. Moreover, the packet may be protected with a forward er-
ror correction (FEC) mechanism, which introduces a redundancy
of ��� bits. The ACK packet is assumed to be �� bits long. Given
a transmission rate of � bps, the round-trip transmission time is������� �!� ��#" � ��$" � ��!"&%(' �*) " ����+�,-�.+ " � ��0/ (1)

where
� �� ,

� �� ,
� �� , and

� �� are the transmission times of the
header, payload, FEC overhead, and ACK packet, respectively, while
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�*)
is the propagation delay, and

����+�,-��+
is the time needed to pro-

cess the packet and switch the circuitry from receiving to transmit-
ting mode. We define the channel utilization efficiency as1 � 2 345687 9;: 6.6� /=<> � � �@?A�CBEDGFE� '0HIJLKNMLO ' BEDGF J , MQP (2)

where <> � represents the average number of transmissions for the
receiver to successfully decode a packet, given a packet error rate
(PER) on the link. We refer to the expression 2 345 6 7 9 : 6.6 as effec-
tive link capacity between the sender and the receiver; it represents
the average bit rate achievable by a contention-free medium access
control scheme. Thus, the expression in (

%
) can be rewritten as1 � � �<> � 'LR � � " � � " � � " � � " � ' � %�STU" ����+�,-�.+ �WV / (3)

where the propagation delay
�-)

is expressed as the ratio between
the distance between the sender and the receiver, and the speed X of
the signal in the medium.

Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the channel efficiency (3) for an un-
derwater environment, where we set the speed of sound in water
to X � ?QY����GZ�[�\ (see Section 4.3), and the transmission rate to� � Y;�^]`_bac\ . Figure 2(a) refers to transmissions without forward
error correction (i.e., ��� � � ), while Fig. 2(b) refers to a Reed-
Solomon FEC � % Y�Y /8% ��dL� , which is able to correct up to e bit er-
rors in a block of

% Y�Y bits [13]. The bit error rate on the channel
is assumed to be linearly increasing with decreasing signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) (between ?f� ,-g and ?Q� ,*h [15]), and errors are assumed
to be uniformly distributed in time. The decaying law for the trans-
mitted power in underwater will be discussed in detail in Section
4.2. The two figures consider a range of distances between ?f��� andY;��� meters. As can be seen in Fig. 2(a), the maximum channel ef-
ficiency is � P % Y over a distance of ?Q���iZ with packet size equal to
about ?Qj�kml�npo , while it drops below � P �LY for distances greater than% ���iZ . When we apply FEC techniques in the same environment,
a maximum channel utilization efficiency of � P q�q can be achieved
over ?Q���rZ with packets of Yrj�kGl�npo . The efficiency degrades
abruptly with increasing distance, and the optimal packet size, i.e.,
the packet size that yields maximum channel utilization efficiency
on a given distance, decreases as well. Larger packets tend to im-
prove the channel efficiency; at the same time, given a bit error
rate (BER), the packet error rate (PER) increases with increasing
packet size, thus increasing the average number of transmissions
for a single packer. Hence, the optimal packet size is determined as
the equilibrium between these two contrasting phenomena.

Figures 2(c) and 3(a) show the same phenomena for a terrestrial
radio channel, characterized by a propagation speed X � � ' ?Q�LsQZ
[�\
and transmission rate � � ?�t!_bac\ . The bit error rate on the channel
is assumed to be linearly increasing with decreasing SNR (between?f� ,*u and ?Q� ,-v ). With respect to the underwater environment, the
values of channel utilization efficiency are higher and degrade more
smoothly with increasing distance. In general, the optimal packet
sizes are much smaller with respect to the underwater case.

In Figs. 3(b) and 3(c) we show the channel utilization efficiency
for shorter transmission distances, i.e., from 20 to 100 meters. The
absolute values are much higher in this case, while the degradation
with increasing distance is smoother with respect to Figs 2(a) and
2(b). Noticeably, the optimal packet sizes are much higher in this
case, i.e., we can increase the utilization of the channel by transmit-
ting long packets as the PER increases smoothly with increasing
packet size over this range of distances. When a FEC technique is
applied (Fig. 2(b)), the optimal packet size increases consistently.

To summarize, we observe the following facts in the underwater
environment:

1. The channel efficiency is very low. This, combined with very
low data rates, can be detrimental for underwater communi-
cations. Hence, it is crucial to maximize the efficiency in
exploiting the available resources.

2. The channel efficiency drops abruptly with increasing dis-
tance, and with varying packet size. Hence, it is important to
jointly consider the packet size and the relative positions of
next-hop nodes when taking routing decisions. This will be a
key criterion in the design of the distributed routing solution
that will be introduced in Section 5.

3. Underwater communications greatly benefit from the use of
forward error correction mechanisms. In fact, FEC strategies
can decrease the average number of transmissions

<> �
. The

increasing packet error rate on longer-range underwater links
can be compensated by either decreasing the packet length,
or by applying stronger FEC algorithms.

4. UNDERWATER NETWORK MODELS
In this section, we introduce the models that will be used in the

formulation of our routing algorithms.

4.1 Network Model
The underwater network can be represented as a graph wx�zy , { � ,

where y � �Q| M / P}P / | 5 � is a finite set of nodes (vertexes) in a finite-
dimension 3D space, with

>~��� y � , and { is the set of links (edges)
among nodes, i.e., o;� � equals 1 if nodes

| � and
| � are within each

other’s transmission range. The node
| 5 (also

>
for simplicity)

represents the sink, i.e., the surface station. Each link o � � is asso-
ciated with its estimated mean propagation delay ac� � , with the es-
timated standard deviation of the propagation delay, � � � , and with
the estimated cost �f� � , i.e., the energy consumption to transmit one
bit over that link. All these values are dependent on the 3D posi-
tions of nodes � and � , as discussed in Section 6.1. � is the matrix
whose element � � � describes the distance between nodes

| � and
| �

(also � and � in the following). Let � be the set of traffic sources,
with

>m����� � � . This set represents the sensor nodes that sense
information from the underwater environment and send it to the
surface station.

4.2 The Urick Propagation Model
The transmission loss

� �i�z� /�� � that a narrow-band acoustic sig-
nal centered at frequency

�
experiences along a distance � is mea-

sured in �`k , and can be accurately described by the Urick propa-
gation model [17],� �A�z� /�� � � % � ' ���;�c�z��� "�� � � � ' � "�� P

(4)

In (4), � is expressed in Z ,
�

in ]���� , while
� � � � , measured in�`kr[;Z , represents the medium absorption coefficient, which de-

scribes the dependency of the transmission loss on the frequency
band. The quantity

�
, measured in �`k , is the so-called transmis-

sion anomaly, and accounts for the degradation of the acoustic in-
tensity caused by multiple path propagation, refraction, diffraction,
and scattering of sound. Its value is higher for horizontal links (up
to ?Q���`k ), which are more affected by multipath [17]. More details
about the Urick propagation model can be found in the appendix.

4.3 Underwater Sound Speed Model
The underwater acoustic propagation speed is [17]X���� /��N/ np� � ?����Ld P �LY " ��Y P q ' nN��Y P % ? ' n g " � P % � ' n u "
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Figure 2: Underwater channel efficiency vs. packet size for different distances (100m-500m) without (a) and with Reed-Solomon
FEC (b). Terrestrial channel efficiency vs. packet size without Reed-Solomon FEC (c)
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Figure 3: Terrestrial channel efficiency vs. packet size with Reed-Solomon FEC (a). Underwater channel utilization efficiency vs.
packet size for different distances (20m-100m) without (b) and with Reed-Solomon FEC (c)

" �@? P �����E��� P ? %;�G' n " � P ����d ' n g � ' � � ���LY�� " ? � P � ' � " � P ?Qe ' � g /
(5)

where X���� /��N/ np� is in Z
[�\ , n �=� [`?f� (T is the temperature in ��� ),�
is the salinity in aLa�n , and � is the depth in ]�Z . The above ex-

pression provides a useful tool to determine the propagation speed
in different operating conditions, and yields values centered around?QY����iZ
[�\ .
5. DELAY-INSENSITIVE ROUTING

In this section, we introduce a distributed geographical routing
solution for delay-insensitive applications in a 3D underwater envi-
ronment. As discussed in Section 3, the objective of our proposed
solution is to efficiently exploit the channel and to minimize the
energy consumption. For this reason, we introduce the concept of
packet train. A packet train is a juxtaposition of packets, which are
transmitted back-to-back by a node without releasing the channel,
in a single atomic transmission. The corresponding node sends an
ACK for each train. The ACK can either cumulatively acknowl-
edge the whole train, i.e., all the consecutively transmitted packets,
or it can selectively request the retransmission of specific packets,
which are then included in the next train. In Section 3, we discussed
the existing trade-off between the channel utilization efficiency and
the packet error rate, both increasing with increasing packet size.
The strategy proposed here allows achieving two apparently con-
flicting objectives, i.e., increasing the efficiency of the channel by

increasing the size of the transmitted train; and limiting the packet
error rate by keeping the transmitted packets short. In other words,
we decouple the effect of the packet length from the choice of the
size of the train: while the former determines the packet error rate,
the latter can be increased as needed to increase the channel utiliza-
tion efficiency.

The proposed algorithm selects the next hop based on an energy
metric. Furthermore, it tries to exploit those links that guarantee a
low packet error rate, in order to maximize the probability that the
packet is correctly decoded at the receiver. In other words, the en-
ergy efficiency of the link is weighted with the number of required
retransmissions, with the ultimate objective of saving energy.

More formally, node � will select ��  as its next hop iff�   �¢¡ ���`Z£� O ��¤�¥L¦�§�¨ª©¦ D¬« �8� /
(6)� � � is the set of neighbors of node � , and ®m¯� is the set of nodes

closer to sink \ than node � , i.e., �¬°
® ¯� iff �;� ¯(± �`� ¯ ,
and D « ��� R ² [;_8�znbV is the following locally estimated link cost metric
associated to link �z� / ��� , which represents an estimate of the energy
required to successfully transmit a bit from node � to the sink when� is selected as next hop:D¬« �8� � D � � 'm<> �� � 'm<>�³f´ )� P

(7)

The link cost metric in (7) is made up of the following three terms:
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1. D � � accounts for the energy to transmit one bit from node �
to node � . It can be expressed asD(� � � %(' DGµ¶@·¸¶b¹ "�º¼»}½ � BE¾�¿ +9 �� / � �À� � ' Dmµ¾ � J � P (8)

The meaning of the symbols is as follows:� D µ¶@·¸¶b¹ R ² [�_��znbV � D ��� ¿ J ¯¶@·¸¶b¹ � D � ¶b¹¶@·¸¶b¹ , where D ��� ¿ J ¯¶@·¸¶b¹ andD � ¶b¹¶@·¸¶b¹ are the energy per bit needed by transmitter elec-
tronics and digital processing, and by receiver electron-
ics, respectively. These factors are independent of the
distance.� B ¾�¿ +9 � R Á V is the maximum transmitting power of node� , while � represents the transmission rate.� � � � � is the transmission loss from � to � , computed as
in Section 4.2; D µ¾ � J R ² [;_8�znbV represents the minimum
amount of energy per bit required at the receiver to cor-
rectly decode the bit, given the noise level.

2.
<> �� � is the average number of transmissions of a packet of

size � R _��znbV before it is correctly decoded at the receiver � ,
given a bit error rate on the link �z� / ��� . It can be expressed as<> �� � � �@?	��BEDGF � � � ' HIJ�KªM O ' BEDGF � � J , M / (9)

where:BEDGF � � � ?	�ÃÂIÄ K�Å Æ � ]ÈÇ kmDmF Ä� � ' �@?A��kmDGF � � � 2 , Ä /
(10)� kmDmF � � and BEDmF � � are the bit error rate and packet

error rate of link �z� / ��� , respectively. The PER is calcu-
lated under the assumption that a FEC algorithm able
to correct up to � uniformly distributed errors is used
at the receiver (if no FEC is used � � � ).

3.
<> ³f´ )� is the estimated number of hops from node � to the

surface station (sink), and is computed as<>�³f´ )� � ºÊÉ;Ë � �`� ¯± �`� �mÌi� ¯ / ?Q� / (11)� � � � is the distance between � and � , while ± � � � Ì � ¯
(which we refer to as advance) is the projection of ��� �
onto the line connecting node � with the sink \ .

Hence, the routing solution proposed for delay-insensitive appli-
cations allows node � to select as next hop the node �   among its
neighbors that satisfies the following requirements: i) it is closer to
the destination \ ; ii) minimizes the link metric D « ��� , which repre-
sents the energy required to successfully transmit a bit from node� to the sink. The link metric in (7) takes into account the num-
ber of retransmissions (

<> �� � ) associated to the link �z� / ��� , given thekmDGF^� � and the packet size � . Moreover, it accounts for the aver-
age hop-path length � <> ³f´ )� � , by assuming that the following hops
will guarantee the same advance towards the surface station.

6. DELAY-SENSITIVE ROUTING
In this section, we introduce a routing solution for delay-sensitive

applications in underwater sensor networks. As previously dis-
cussed, most recently developed routing protocols for terrestrial ad
hoc and sensor networks are based on a packet switching paradigm,

i.e., the routing function is performed separately for each single
packet and paths are dynamically established.

Conversely, the characteristics of the underwater environment,
along with the requirements of delay-sensitive applications, sug-
gest to devise solutions based on some form of centralized planning
of the network topology and of the data paths, in order to optimally
exploit the extremely scarce network resources. For these reasons,
virtual circuit routing techniques can be considered in UW-ASN
for delay-sensitive applications, where multi-hop connections are
established a priori between each source and sink, and each packet
associated to a particular connection follows the same path. This
requires a centralized coordination and implies a less flexible ar-
chitecture, but allows exploiting powerful optimization tools on a
centralized manager (e.g., the surface station) to achieve optimal
performance at the network layer (such as minimum delay paths or
energy efficient paths), with minimum signaling overhead.

Therefore, we propose a centralized formulation of the 3D rout-
ing problem for delay-sensitive applications. The objective of the
optimization problem is to find two multi-hop node-disjoint data
paths from each source to the surface station, namely primary and
backup data paths, in order to offer protection against both node
and link failures in the primary path. The protection scheme pro-
posed in this section can be classified as a dedicated backup scheme
with 1:1 path protection, with node-disjoint paths. Link protection
schemes are not suitable for the underwater environment as they
are too bandwidth consuming.

6.1 Statistical Path Delay Model
In this section, we model the delay of underwater links with the

objective of statistically bounding the end-to-end delay. We model
the propagation delay of each link �z� / ��� as a random variable a � � ,
with mean equal to a-� � and variance � g� � . The mean a-� � �ÎÍ�`� �;[ Xf� �
represents the average length of the multiple paths

Í� � � divided by
the the average underwater propagation speed of an acoustic wave
propagating from node � to node � . In vertical links sound rays
propagate directly without bouncing on the bottom or surface of
the ocean. Hence, the multi-path effect is negligible, and

Í�`� �^Ï¢�`� � .
Conversely, for horizontal links, several rays propagate by bounc-
ing on the bottom or surface of the ocean along with the direct ray.
Hence,

Í� � � is generally larger than � � � . This is due to the fact that
in state-of-the-art underwater receivers, multipath is compensated
for by waiting for the energy associated to delayed rays. This way
it is possible to exploit the energy spread on multiple paths. We
further assume that the random variables modeling the link delays
are statistically independent.

For each source \U°£� , we consider the binary variables
� ¯� � that

equal ? iff the link �z� / ��� is part of the end-to-end path between
source \ and the sink. Hence, we can express an upper bound
to the end-to-end delay for source \ as k0¯ �ÑÐ « �zÒ ��Ó¤�Ô a � � '�� ¯� � .Since the sum of Gaussian variables is itself a Gaussian variable,k ¯ has a Gaussian distribution k ¯rÕ×Ö � k ¯ / � gØ © � , where k ¯ �Ð « �zÒ ��Ó¤�Ô a � � '�� ¯� � , and � gØ © �~Ð « �zÒ ���¤LÔ � g� � '�� ¯� � . Thus, we can
statistically bound the end-to-end delay k ¯ of a path from source\ to the surface station, by imposing that the probability that k ¯
exceeds the latency bound k ¾�¿ + be lower than a small value Ù ,BU���;_ � k ¯iÚ k ¾�¿ + � � ?%ÜÛ ?	�ÝoQ� �ßÞ k ¾¿ + � k ¯à %^' � Ø ©âáAãåä Ù /

(12)

where the oQ� � function is defined asoQ� � ��æN� � %à çéèëêÅ o ,*� 2 S �Wì (13)
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This simplifies to k ¯ "Gí�' � Ø © ä k ¾�¿ + , where
í � à %�' oQ� � , M �@?��% Ù�� only depends on Ù (

í
increases with decreasing values of Ù ),

which can be rewritten as,I« �zÒ ��Ó¤�Ô a � � '�� ¯� � "�í^'Lî I« �zÒ �8Ó¤LÔ � g� � 'Q� ¯� � ä k ¾�¿ + P (14)

By expanding the second term of the sum in (14) with the Maclau-
rin series up to the first order, we obtainî I« �zÒ ��Ó¤�Ô � g� � ';� ¯� � Ï I« �zÒ �8Ó¤LÔ � ¯� � 'NÞ ? " ?% � � � á /

(15)

which leads us to a linear constraintI« �zÒ ���¤LÔ � ¯� � ' Û a � � ';"^í('NÞ ? " ?% � � � á	ãïä k ¾�¿ + P (16)

Equation (16) will be used in the formulation of the optimization
problem in the following section.

6.2 Integer Linear Programming Formulation
We can formulate the problem of determining optimal primary

and backup data paths for underwater sensor networks as an Integer
Linear Program (ILP) [4]. We introduce the following notations:� o � � is a binary variable representing a link that equals 1 iff �

and � are within each other’s transmission range;� �f� � is the cost of the link between nodes � and � , i.e., the
energy needed to transmit one bit;� � M Ò ¯� � is a binary variable that equals 1 iff link �z� / ��� is in the
primary path from the source \ to the surface station;� � g Ò ¯� � is a binary variable that equals 1 iff link �z� / ��� is in the
backup path from the source \ to the surface station;� a � � and � g� � are the mean and variance of the propagation
delay for link �z� / ��� , respectively (see Section 6.1);� k ¾¿ + is the maximum allowed delay for each source-to-sink
path, to be respected with probability at least ?A�éÙ ;�Ýð � is the capacity of node � (number of concurrent flows,
ingoing and outgoing, that it can handle);��ñ � � is the capacity of link �z� / ��� (number of concurrent flows
that can be transmitted on the link).

The problem can be cast as follows: ò : Optimal virtual connec-
tions for delay-sensitive underwater applicationsó � | o Oéô o�� � / �f� � / a-� � / � g� � / k ¾�¿ + /�õ M /Èõ g / ð � / ñ � �ö � O � ô � M Ò ¯� � / � g Ò ¯� �t!� O ��Z£�Ó�Lo ô � 9 � Ð ¯ ¤�¥ Ð « �zÒ �8Ó¤LÔ �f� � ' � õ M � M Ò ¯� � "�õ g � g Ò ¯� � �� ð _p�LoQ�8n-nb� ôI��¤�÷ � � + Ò ¯¯ � � � + Ò ¯� ¯ � � ? /bø \E°ï� /-ø*ù � ? /8%`ú (17)I��¤�÷ � � + Ò ¯5 � � � + Ò ¯� 5 � � �E? /bø \E°ï� /-ø*ù � ? /8%`ú (18)I�Q¤L÷ � � + Ò ¯� � � � + Ò ¯�8� � � � /@ø \^°å� /Wø �À°£y / �iû� \ ¡ O �m�Aû�ü> /cø-ù � ? /8%`ú

(19)

� + Ò ¯� � ä o � � /bø \U°£� /Wø ��°
y /bø �¬°åy /cø-ù � ? /�%�ú (20)I¯ ¤ � � � M Ò ¯� � "&� g Ò ¯� � � ä ñ � � /bø �À°£y /bø �¼°åy ú (21)

I¯ ¤ �£ý I��¤Lþ � � M Ò ¯��� "ë� g Ò ¯�8� � " I�Q¤L÷ � � M Ò ¯� � "Ü� g Ò ¯� � �Óÿ ä ð � /bø �À°£y ú
(22)� M Ò ¯��� " IJ ¤L÷ � g Ò ¯J � ä ? /bø \E°ï� /Wø ��°£yC\ P n P �iû�!> /bø �¬°£y ú (23)I« �zÒ ���¤LÔ � + Ò ¯� � ' Û a*� � "�í^'ÈÞ ? " ?% �-� � á	ãïä k ¾�¿ + /@ø \^°£� /*ø-ù � ? /�% P
(24)

The objective function of problem ò aims at minimizing the
overall energy consumption as a sum of the energy consumptions
of all links that compose the primary and backup data paths. Two
different weights

õ M and
õ g

are assigned to the primary and backup
data paths, respectively, with

õ M "�õ gi� ? . Clearly, by increasing
the relative weight

õ g
we are increasing the weight of the backup

paths in the optimal solution, i.e., we are trying to obtain energy
efficient backup paths. This may worsen the energy consumption
of the primary data paths, and should be done only in scenarios
where we expect nodes to fail often, as will be discussed in Section
7. In general, we will have

õ g ±E± õ M . Constraints (17), (18), and
(19) express conservation of flows [4], i.e., each source generates
a flow that has to reach the sink. In particular, constraint (17) im-
poses that a source node generates a flow, while non-source nodes
do not generate any flow, for primary and backup data path, respec-
tively. Constraint (18) requires that flows generated by each source
be collected by the sink. Constraint (19) guarantees that the bal-
ance between incoming and outgoing flows be null for non-source
and non-sink nodes. Constraint (20) forces data paths to be created
on links between adjacent nodes (i.e., that are within transmission
range of each other). Constraint (21) ensures that the sum of all
flows (primary and backup) transported on a link do not exceed the
link capacity, while constraint (22) imposes that the sum of all flows
(incoming and outgoing, primary and backup) handled by a sensor
node do not exceed the node capacity. Constraint (23) requires the
primary and backup paths to be node disjoint. Finally, constraint
(24) statistically bounds the delay of data paths, according to the
model introduced in Section 6.1. It can be shown that problem ò
is at least as complex as the Geometric Connected Dominating Set
problem, which is proven to be NP-complete [10]. However, it is
still possible to solve ò for networks of moderate size (up to 100
nodes), as UW-ASN are deemed to be.

7. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In Sections 7.1 and 7.2, we discuss the performance of the pro-

posed routing algorithms for delay-insensitive and delay-sensitive
applications, respectively.

7.1 Routing for Delay-Insensitive Applications
We extended the wireless package of the J-Sim Simulator [1],

which implements the whole protocol stack of a sensor node, in or-
der to simulate the characteristics of the underwater environment,
as discussed in Section 4. In particular, we modeled the underwa-
ter transmission loss, the propagation delay, and the physical layer
characteristics of underwater receivers.
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As far as the MAC layer is concerned, since the development of
a new multiple access technique for the underwater environment is
out of the scope of this paper and left for future work, we adapted
the behavior of the IEEE 802.11 to the underwater environment.
Firstly, we removed the RTS/CTS handshaking, as it yields unac-
ceptable delays in a low-bandwidth high-delay environment. Sec-
ondly, we tuned all the parameters of the IEEE 802.11 according to
the physical layer characteristics. For example, the value of the slot
time in the 802.11 backoff mechanism has to account for the propa-
gation delay at the physical layer [7]. Hence, while it is set to

% ��� \
for 802.11 DSSS (Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum), we found
that a value of � P ?fex\ is needed to allow devices a few hundred me-
ters apart to share the underwater medium. This implies that the de-
lay introduced by the backoff contention mechanism is several or-
ders of magnitude higher than in terrestrial channels, which in turn
leads to very low channel utilizations, as also previously discussed
in Section 3. Moreover, we set the values of the contention win-
dows � Á ¾ � J and � Á ¾�¿ + [7] to � and ? � , respectively, whereas
in 802.11 DSSS they are set to � % and ?Q� % � .

In the experiments, we considered ?Q��� sensors randomly de-
ployed in a volume of ?f��� x ?f��� x ?Q���EZ u . We set the transmission
range to

q �AZ , the bandwidth to Y;�A]�_Wac\ , and the maximum trans-
mission power to ? Á .In Fig. 4(a) we show the packet delivery ratio
for the Greedy Routing Scheme (GRS) [8], which sends the packet
to the neighbor that is the closest to the destination, and for the
distributed 3D routing algorithm, proposed in Section 5. While for
both routing algorithms the packet delivery ratio decreases as the
number of sources increases, i.e., when the data traffic increases,
our solution significantly outperforms the greedy scheme. This
happens because our solution selects those links that are charac-
terized by a lower BER, and a higher energy efficiency.

7.2 Routing for Delay-Sensitive Applications
The optimization problem presented in Section 6.2 was imple-

mented in AMPL [9], and solved with CPLEX [2], which uses a
branch and bound algorithm to solve mixed integer linear prob-
lems. The results obtained by solving problem ò are compared
in this section with a simpler solution, where two node-disjoint
shortest weighted paths are calculated with an energy metric. In
the experiments, we considered

� � sensors randomly deployed in a
volume of ?Q��� x ?f��� x ?f���EZ u . The maximum allowed delay k ¾�¿ +
is set to �i\ .

Figure 4(b) shows the expected energy consumption of the net-
work by weighting the cost of the primary and backup paths with
the probability of using each of them. We assumed a Poissonian
model to capture the reliability of each sensor node, by assuming a
failure rate � � ?�[ % l�o ¡ ��\ , M . The expected energy consumption
increases with the observation time, and decreases with increasingõ g

. This happens because by increasing
õ g

the objective func-
tion of problem ò weights more the backup paths. Hence, when
failures occur, the connections are switched to backup paths char-
acterized by lower energy consumption, which ultimately results in
decreased energy consumption. This phenomenon becomes more
evident with increasing observation time.

Figure 4(c) shows the source block probability with increasing
observation time and weight

õ g
. The source block probability is

defined as the probability that a source is not able to transmit ei-
ther on the primary or on the backup path, since both have at least
one failed node. While the source block probability increases with
increasing observation time, it depends only slightly on the weightõ g

, which allows selecting
õ g

mostly based on energy considera-
tions, irrespective of the required reliability.

Figure 5(a) shows the average path delay for primary and backup

paths for our solution and for the shortest paths. As can be easily
seen, primary paths have lower average delays than backup paths.
This can be explained by considering the fact that primary paths
are more likely than backup paths to use vertical links to reach the
surface station. As discussed in Section 4.3, vertical links suffer
less from multipath and, thus, are characterized by lower delays.

Figure 5(b) shows a comparison of the average number of hops
of source-to-sink connections on primary and backup paths. In gen-
eral, primary paths are shown to be longer (higher number of hops).
Since primary paths are also more energy efficient than backup
paths, it can be concluded that multi-hop paths are favored by the
energy model used, i.e., as in terrestrial wireless networks it is pos-
sible to save energy by relaying data through intermediate nodes.

Figure 5(c) compares our solution to primary and backup node-
disjoint shortest weighted paths calculated with a hop distance met-
ric. It is interesting to notice that, while the number of hops of the
paths calculated by our solution is doubled, the energy consump-
tion is drastically lower than with a shortest number of hop metric.
This corroborates our remark that multi-hop paths save energy in
underwater communications.

8. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the problem of data gathering in a 3D underwa-

ter acoustic sensor networks was investigated at the network layer,
by considering the interactions between the routing functions and
the characteristics of the underwater channel. Two routing algo-
rithms were proposed for delay-insensitive and delay-sensitive sen-
sor network applications, respectively. The distributed algorithm
for delay-insensitive applications allows each node to select its next
hop, with the objective of minimizing the energy consumption tak-
ing into account the varying condition of the underwater chan-
nel. The centralized algorithm for delay-sensitive routing relies
on topology information gathered by a surface station, which op-
timally configures the network paths. An online distributed path-
repair algorithm guarantees survivability of the network to node
and link failures, by locally healing paths in case of disconnections
or failures. The proposed algorithms were shown to achieve the
performance targets of the underwater environment by means of
simulation.
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APPENDIX
In this appendix, we provide more details on the Urick propagation model
presented in Section 4.2.Different expressions of the medium absorption
coefficient are available in the literature. It can be expressed as�����	��
�� M ���	���� g ���	���� u ���	��� (25)

where � M ���	��
�� ����������� , MÓÅ ���! #"%$�&�� g '��� $(����� ,-v*) �*� g � (26)

� g ���	��
 + �,� Å��#�.-�/- �
g � + 
��(�*01����� ,32 ��� Å 
'4��(���5 6��*�7� (27)

and

� u ���	��
 8 �,� M�9�� -;:- �
g � 8 
<��� �=����� ,�> �?� M 
 ���@���! A"CBD�

����� � (28)

In the above expressions,  represents the temperature in �DE , while 0 is
the water salinity in F�FHG (parts per thousands). The overall absorption due
to viscous friction and I�J 0�K > / boric acid relaxation is given in (25).

Considering that the sound from an acoustic source spreads omnidirec-
tionally, the source level 03L is

03LM
����=��L�N J �.OQP7R MS Å �T
U���=��L�N J � O ����*VW��XDY[ZW\ ¿ � (29)

where R M and
S Å represent the area measured one meter away from the

source and the standard intensity �^]�� 4��.B1�?��� , M`_�a P,b g � , respectively.
Therefore, the signal-to-noise ratio at the receiver can be expressed by the
Passive Sonar Equation [12],

0Tced�
�0TLM"1 [LM"���cfLg"Mh S ��� (30)

where 03L is the source level,  [L is the transmission loss, cfL is the noise
level, and h S is the microphone directivity. Several studies of shallow
water noise measurements [11] suggest considering an average value ciL
of V.�(XDY ZW\ ¿ for the ambient noise level, and a target 0Tced of ��4(XDY at
the receiver [12].

Since each device is characterized by a maximum transmission power
O ¾�¿ +9 , the above model also defines the transmission range d 9 as the
maximum distance between two sensors for successful transmission, given
the minimum 0�cfd needed at the receiver to achieve a certain bit error rate.
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